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The Curse of Blue Eyes

Chapter 2

 Looking upon her new son Aceus’ emotions remained strangely hidden and distant. In 
his excitement Leso had not seen what Aceus knew from the moment she first held her 
new son. He was born with the curse of blue eyes. Aceus’ fear grew not knowing how 
Leso would react to the knowledge that their son was a wizard. Aceus quickly used 
some of the materials which were stored in the house to fashion a small set of armor 
for Laso. In the helmet she fixed two devil stones so the red glow from the rocks shown 
threw the eye holes.  Unlike humans,  devils  are not  helpless  at  birth and Leso was 
anxious to begin Laso’  training immediately.  The first task was to determine which 
weapon form Laso would have a natural aptitude for. Devil warriors are born with 
certain specific  traits  which can only  reach their  full  potential  if  trained with the 
proper style and weapon. Leso had battled along side some devil fighters. The superior 
dexterity of their hand to hand combat impressed Leso greatly. He decided devil fighter 
would be the job that Laso should follow first.  Leso spoke with Sagonari,  the town 
weapons dealer, and acquired a training knuckle for his son. 
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 The following weeks he spent taking Laso out to begin his training. Through out town 
there are small creatures called Brics, these small four legged creature infest much of 
the town and are generally perceived as only a mild nuisance. Given the grey chalky 
appearance of the town, the red brics are easy to spot as they scurry about looking for  
morsels of food. Fight the brics which wonder about Panda would be a good start in 
training  Laso  on  the  use  of  his  weapon  and  teaching  him  the  basics  of  fighting 
monsters  with  little  risk  of  being  seriously  injured.  As  they  went  about  town 
exterminating brics, Leso showed Laso where all the vendors shops were and explained 
what each was used for. Each day as they finished their training they would go to the 
blacksmith shop to have their armor repaired and their weapons sharpened for the 
next days use. Zorak was a fine craftsman and produced some of the finest weapons,  
Laso was always amazed at the huge size of some of the swords and axes. It seemed 
obvious to Leso that the training was not going well. Laso’s skills and strength did not  
seem to  be  improving  much with this  form of  training.  Leso  guessed  that  he  had 
misjudged what his son’s affinity must be. Over the next months Leso brought bows 
and swords, axes and spears to Laso in the hope of finding the strength that his son 
must surely posses. Laso soon grew to strong for the brics to be any challenge. Leso 
decided it was time to take his son into Acres to further his training.
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 Together the two walked threw town to the gate guards in the Northwest corner of the 
village. Leso spoke to one of the guards and requested that the drawbridge be lowered. 
The giant bridge creaked loudly as it was slowly brought down across the moat. Leso 
thanked the guard and the two set out into Acres. Laso was rather scared and nervous 
as he had never been outside the safety of the town before. Once across the bridge, it 
was slowly raised, leaving them outside on the gray rocky soil of Acres. Leso kept the 
two close to the gate to prevent Laso from wondering into any creatures which may be 
a danger to him. Each day they would cross the bridge and battle with the creatures of 
the  realm.  After  some weeks  they  began to  venture  farther  from town and began 
encountering creatures Laso had never seen before.
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